Rdsumd -L'effet de la pression sur la fluorescence des ions ~b~+ et Eu fort transfert d'dnergie Tb -+ Eu est observe et on montre que l'effet de la pression sur ce transfert est gouvernd par une relaxation diffusion-limitd. En utilisant la spectroscopie rdsolue dans le temps sous haute pression on trouve que ce transfert est plus rapide avec la pression.
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Abstract -The effect of pressure (up to 210 kbars) on the fluorescence of Tb3+ and E U~+ ions in the mixed single crystals Tbx Eul-x P5014 is investigated. A strong T b 3 + 4 E U~+ energy transfer is observed and the pressure dependence of this transfer is shown to be governed by diffusion-limited relaxation. Using time-resolved spectroscopy under high pressure this energy transfer is found to be faster with pressure.
INTRODUCTION.
High pressure is a useful tool for probing material ~roperties. Through shifting energy levels or changing transition probabilities, pressure has been shown to strongly affect the efficiency and kinetics of luminescence under high pressure leading to a better understanding of competing process. Over the past ten years, the spectroscopic properties of stoechiometric laser materials like rare earth pentaphosphates (RE) P5OI4 is a topic of widespread interest. The most important property of this class of materials is that they exhibit unusually weak concentration quenching and the physical mechanism for the quenching process is not very well understood at this time.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE.
Pressure measurements were made in a diamond anvil cell capable of reaching a maximum of 300 kbars. A schematic diagram of the steady state emission and decay apparatus is shown on fig. 1 
3+
or the 5~4 level of Tb (dye: coumarin 481).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS.
The previous results (1) obtained from EPR, fluorescence and crystallographic wpe-3+ riments permit concluding that the point symmetry of Eu in Eu P5014 is C at 1 bar.
As described by Huber et a1 (2) the decrease of the splitting between the two lower levels of the 7~ multiplet ( fig. 2) indicates an approach toward a C site symme-1 2v try. The antilevel crossing of the two lower levels at 150 kbars is confirmed by li-3+ fetime measurements of Eu ( fig. 3 ). The observed increase in the fluorescence decay rate at high pressure in Lal-xE~x P5014 and Lal,xTbx P5014 could be due to an increase in the radiative decay rate and/or for an increase in the non-radiative decay rate 3+ of each Eu or l'b3+ ion since single-ion effects should be independent of concentration ( fig. 4) . On the other hand, after a selective excitation ion the 5~4 level of ~b~+ the decrease of the Eu3+ lifetime with pressure and concentration (fig. 5) may be interpreted by a weak back-transfer from E U~+ to ~b~+ due to the overlapping of levels 5~4 of l'b3' and 5~2 of Eu3+ with pressure. It will be eventually confirmed by the absorption 
